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Recalls are currently underway for several recreational bicycles and vehicles. Unwitting
consumers can either suffer serious fall or burn injuries while using some of these items or be
subjected to dangerous fire risks if one of the ATVs named below malfunctions.

American Suzuki Motor Corporation ATV Recalls
American Suzuki Motor Corporation is voluntarily recalling two of its ATV models. Consumers
should avoid purchasing or using one of the 1,350 Suzuki QuadSport ATVs that have been
recently sold. The regulator/rectifier circuit boards of these ATVs can fail, causing the engines
to stall because the batteries haven’t been fully charged. Should these ATVs stall while
people are riding them, the riders may suddenly crash and suffer various injuries.
American Suzuki Motor Corporation, of Brea, California, along with Montgomery Motors
Limited, of Honolulu, Hawaii and Suzuki del Caribe Inc., of Rio Piedras, Puerto Rico, have
agreed to recall about 29,000 Suzuki KingQuad ATVs. If fuel leaks develop in these
KingQuad ATVs due to their faulty fuel tanks, consumers may be subjected to fire hazards.

Rocky Mountain Bicycle Recalls
About 325 Rocky Mountain Bicycles of Canada are being voluntarily recalled because their
front fork steering tubes can break, creating fall hazards for consumers.

Dirt Bike Recalls
About 4,300 Dirt Bikes, manufactured by Baja Inc., dba Baja Motorsports, of Anderson,
South Carolina, are being recalled because of potential leaks from their fuel tanks. These
leaks can create fire and burn risks for riders. These dirt bikes have been sold exclusively
by Pep Boys stores. Please be sure to check the precise make and model of all bicycles,
ATVs or dirt bikes that you (and your family members) may have recently purchased so that
no one will be harmed by any of the recall defects named above and the product
manufacturers can be held fully accountable.

* * *
Demas & Rosenthal remains one of Sacramento’s most highly respected and accomplished
personal injury law firms. We’ve been successfully representing clients for almost twenty
years. Every Demas & Rosenthal attorney takes great pride in obtaining the full
compensation and complete justice owed to every client.

